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JOINT INTERVENORS 'ESPONSE TO THE
MEMORANDUM OF COMMISSIONER KENNEDY

TO COUNSEL FOR THE PARTIES

The SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE, SCENIC

SHORELINE PRESERVATI ON CONFERENCE g INC ~ ~ ECOLOGY ACTION CLUB f

SANDRA SILVERi GORDON S ILVERi ELIZABETH APFELBERG i JOHN J ~

FORSTER ("Joint Intervenors") hereby respond to Commissioner

Kennedy's invitation to interested parties to comment on his

interim decision to remain in the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
1/

Plant ("Diablo Canyon" ) proceedings. We call upon Com-

missioner Kennedy to retract his interim decision and recuse

himself from the Diablo Canyon proceedings. As a matter of

law and sound policy, Commissioner Kennedy's decision is ill-
founded. An examination of his memorandum setting forth the

basis for that decision shows why that is the case.

1/ Memorandum to Counsel for the Parties at 6, (March 13,
1980) (cited hereinafter as Memorandum to Counsel).
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I. THE MEMORANDUM TO COUNSEL FAILS TO ADDRESS ALL
RELEVANT LEGAL REQUIREMENTS-

Commissioner Kennedy has tentatively concluded

that "there is no basis for disqualification" arising from

his off-the-record meeting with top-level PG&E officials.
His reasons include:

B.

C.

There is no evidence of pre-existing bias or
that his "participation in this proceeding
will jeopardize Joint, Intervenors'ight to
a fair and impartial hearing."2/

The secret meeting with PGGE executives did
not constitute an ex parte meeting within
the meaning of the Administrative Procedure
Act (APA) or NRC Regulations.3/

The meeting does not support any inference
of pre-existing bias or inability to fairly
consider the Diablo proceeding.4/

D. In any event, he fully complied with the law
when he "elected to submit. a memorandum de-
tailing the substance of the October 19, 1979
meeting."5/

However true or relevant those assertions may be, they do

not satisfy constitutional due process and statutory standards

as defined and applied by the courts to administrative agency

adjudicatory proceedings.

2/ Memorandum to Counsel at 4.

3/ Id. at 3.

4/ Id. at 4.

5/ Id. at 3.





A. Lack of Bias

The mere statement of an interested agency official
that he is not biased neither establishes in fact that. no

bias or prejudice exists, nor addresses the additional legal

requirement that administrative proceedings exhibit the

utmost appearance of fairness. That requirement was upheld

in two of the cases cited in the Commissioner's memorandum,

in which the courts stated:

[A]n administrative hearing, 'must be attended,
not only with every element of fairness but
with the very appearance of complete

fairness.'inderellaCareer and Finishin Schools, Inc.
v. FTC, 425 F.2d 583, 391 (D.C. Cir. 1970), citing
Amos Treat 6 Co. v. SEC, 306 F.2d 260, 267 (D.C.
Cir. 1962) .

In a third case, Jarrott v. Scrivener, 225 F. Supp. 827, 834

(D.D.C. 1964), the court wrote:

[A]ppearance of fairness and impartiality is
probably of as great importance as its attain-
ment, if the public is to have confidence in the
judicial process.

Despite the unambiguous and numerous endorsements

of the "appearance of fairness" doctrine in the case law,

the Memorandum to Counsel contains no mention of that doc-

trine. The failure to address that long-standing require-

ment is not offset by Commissioner Kennedy's subjective

statement: "I find myself fully capable of considering this
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licensing proceeding in an unbiased manner, free of any
6/

constraints on my independent judgment."

B. APA and NRC Re ulator Requirements

Even though Commissioner Kennedy "carefully ex-
7/

amined" the applicable statutory and regulatory requirements,

the Memorandum to Counsel suffers from several infirmities.
First, f557(c) of the APA (Memorandum to Counsel, at 3) does

not mention ex parte communications or the requisite duty of
8/

all administrative officials to avoid them. Second, the

main thrust, of NRC regulations and the APA is not in the

requirement that ex parte communications be described in a

statement placed in the public record. The primary intent

of those measures is to prohibit any such contact so that

on-the-record administrative proceedings are attended by

every appearance of fairness to the parties. 5 U.S.C.

f557(d) (1) (A) and 10 CFR 52. 780(a) .

Third, the Memorandum to Counsel suggests that the

off-the-record meeting between Commissioner Kennedy and top-

level PG&E officials to discuss matters particularly re-

lating to Diablo did not constitute an ex parte contact.

That interpretation is unacceptable. To the extent that it is

6/ Memorandum to Counsel at 4.

7/ Id. at 3.

8/ The pertinent APA section is f557(d)(1).





is possible to glean the content of the conversation of

October 19, 1979 from Commissioner Kennedy's sketchy notes,

it is clear that the discussion violated the spirit and the

letter of the prohibition against ex parte meetings. The

topics of discussion involved substantive decisions, in-
cluding the nature of review that should be required of

Diablo Canyon; which, if any, of the new TMI issues should

be treated on a site-by-site basis; the level of response of

the NRC staff to ACRS inquiries; and whether Diablo Canyon,

the only facility lying within 3 miles of a 7e5M earthquake

fault, should be treated exactly the same as other facili-
ties. A mere label -- "generic" or "procedural" —cannot

remove these substantive and project-specific aspects of the

conversation that took place.

C. Inference of Bias or Pre'udice

When Commissioner Kennedy met with the Chairman

and the President of PGsE, a utility whose highly contro-

versial license application was pending before the NRC, the

appearance of fairness, if not the fact of impartiality, was

essentially destroyed. It is impossible to ascertain from

the public record the duration of the meeting between the

Commissioner, his legal assistant and PG&E executives.

Moreover, it appears that the discussion was directed almost

solely to future agency action on the Diablo Canyon license





and PG6E's desire to obtain that license as soon as possible.

Counsel for the Joint Intervenors was not informed of, nor

invited to the meeting, even though he would have been able

and would have wanted to attend. As a result, the Commis-

sioner was presented with a one-sided version of the sub-

stantive matters raised by PGGE during the meeting.

Most important, the public and the Joint Intervenors,

as well as any reviewing court, will never know exactly what

words were spoken during the ex parte meeting because a

verbatim transcript of the conversation was not kept. That

omission has led to decreased confidence in the credibility
of the Commission. And, the justifiable suspicions aroused

by the private, off-the-record, prearranged meeting have not

been dispelled by the post hoc filing of a summary statement

by Commissioner Kennedy. Even if the Commissioner did not,
9/

"express any views on individual licensing proceedings,"

it seems all too likely that PGSE officials did. It is that

possibility that has led the public to doubt. the impartial-

ity of future proceedings.

D. The Public Record

If, as Commissioner Kennedy implies, the APA and

NNC regulations require only that ex parte communications be

noted in the public record to satisfy due process requirements

9/ Memorandum to Counsel at 4.





of a fair hearing and impartial tribunal, and adjudicatory

officer is free to engage in any type of discussion, at any

time, in any manner he or a party to a licensing proceeding

determines -- so long as a post hoc statement is filed in

the Public Documents Room. Such a distortion of adminis-

trative law is unthinkable.

Compliance with subsection (1)(C) of 5 U.S.C.

f557(d) and subsection (a) of 10 CFR g2.780 does not absolve

the communications of their ex parte nature or the agency

official of the taint of the unlawful contact. The public

and the other parties to the proceeding that were excluded

from the meeting have no means of determining or contesting

the contentions raised during the private meetings among

highest-level utility and Commission officials. The memo-

randum placed on file at the Public Documents Room is

sketchy and ambiguous. Therefore, it is impossible for

those parties, or a reviewing court, to determine whether or

not a fair hearing, on-the-record, can be provided.

II. THE MEMORANDUM FAILS TO ADDRESS THE SUBSTANTIVE
ALLEGATIONS RAISED IN JOINT INTERVENORS'OTION

The Memorandum to Counsel implies that Joint.

Intervenors'otion was addressed only to the possibility of
10/

his bias in favor of PGaE because of the ex parte meeting.

10/ Memorandum to Counsel.
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If that opinion were correct, perhaps Commissioner Kennedy's

Memorandum to Counsel would constitute an adequate response

to the motion. However, that motion was not grounded solely
on an objective claim of actual prejudice, but also raised

legally cognizable issues regarding the overall appearance

of fairness of the Diablo Canyon proceeding if Commissioner
11/

Kennedy continues to participate. Therefore, the Commis-

sioner's conclusion that Joint Intervenors "have not met

their burden of establishing prejudice, bias, or prejudgment
12/

of issues on my part" must be rejected.
Moreover, while .it is true that the "burden of

establishing prejudice, bias, or prejudgment" is upon the

petitioner, the burden of coming forward with credible
evidence, rather than cursory summaries of past events, to
refute all the valid claims raised by Joint Intervenors,
including the violation of administrative regulations and

failure to safeguard the appearance of fairness, is upon the

Commissioner. Commissioner Kennedy has not met that burden.

III. THE EX PARTE MEETING.

In previous filings in this matter, the Joint
Intervenors have detailed the subjects discussed during the

Joint Intervenors'eply to the Staff's and Applicant's
response to the Motions to Institute Proceedings on
the Qualifications of Chairman Joseph M. Hendrie and
Commissioner Richard T. Kennedy, at 3-5, dated November
23, 1979.

12/ Memorandum to Counsel at 4.
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ex parte conversation that clearly were not "generic" or

"procedural" in nature. Those arguments will not be re-

peated here. However, it should be pointed out that many

aspects of the ex parte meeting, glossed over in the Memo-

randum to Counsel, remain unresolved. The public statement

filed after the meeting took place is lacking in detail and

is highly ambiguous. Also, Commissioner Kennedy refuses to

concede that the conversation constituted an ex parte con-

tact, despite the opposite conclusion of Commissioner Hendrie

who received a similar visit by the same top PG&E executives

on the same day. Therefore, Commissioner Kennedy's contin-

ued characterization of the discussion as essentially "generic,"

and his insistance that he expressed no views as to the

operating license, only serve to avoid real issues raised by

Joint Xntervenors'otion.
Xn addition, the Memorandum to Counsel raises or

leaves unanswered a number of vital questions, including:

(l) Did Commissioner Kennedy know
similar meeting was requested
granted to the PG&E officials
missioner Hendrie on the very

that a
by and
by Com-
same day?

(2) Did the two Commissioners discuss either
visit with one another, and if so when
and for what purpose?

(3) Why, when he knew or should have known of
PG&E's intense efforts to obtain a
license for Diablo Canyon and that the
controverisal license application, the
subject of a contested proceeding, would
soon be before him for a final decision,
didn'0 Commissioner Kennedy have the
NRC's General Counsel instruct PG&E, in
advance of the meeting, that discussions
regarding Diablo Canyon would not be
permitted?
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(4) Why didn't the Commissioner initially
instruct PGGE executives to speak di-
rectly with an NRC official who is not
in the adjudicatory branch of the NRC?

(5) How long did the meeting last?

(6) Why was counsel for the Joint Interven-
ors excluded from the so-called generic
discussion?

(7) Why was no verbatim transcript of the
meeting kept?

CONCLUSION

The interim decision of Commissioner Kennedy, and

his reasons therefor, do not adequately respond to the Joint,

Intervenors'equest that he recuse himself. That decision

should be retracted, and Commissioner Kennedy should recuse

himself from this proceeding.
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Respectfully submitted,

David S. Fleischaker, Esq.
1735 Eye Street, N.W.
Suite 709
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 638-6070

John R. Phillips, Esq.
CENTER FOR LAW IN
THE PUBLIC INTEREST
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Fifth Floor
Los Angeles, California 90067
(213) 879- 5588

Attorneys For Joint Intervenors
SCENIC SHORELINE PRESERVATION

CONFERENCE INC.
SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE
ECOLOGY ACTION CLUB
SANDRA A. SILVER
GORDON SILVER
JOHN J. FORSTER
ELIZABETH APFELBERG

MARCH 26, 1980
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